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 INTRODUCTION 
 

Team Broadcasting is a locally owned and operated FM sports station dedicated to providing 
sports entertainment that is beneficial to families and the communities in which we serve.  
Team Broadcasting FM 101.7 (KQTM) (hereinafter “the Station”) is located in and licensed 
to broadcast out of the city Rio Rancho, New Mexico.  
 
The Station has determined the following selected issues of concern to be of significance for 
families in our community during the First Quarter of 2021:  Community Benefits of 
Biking, New Mexico’s Historical Impact, Youth Athletics in New Mexico, Community 
Health and Trends in America.  The Station continually seeks to identify issues of concern 
to its local community through a number of different community contacts and outreach 
events.   
  
The Station broadcasts: 30 second public service announcements (“PSAs”) on several topics 
relating to issues within the community.  These PSAs are produced locally and nationally, and 
are broadcast during a range of day parts.  This quarter the Station broadcast  370 PSA’s.  
Please see attached affidavit reflecting the PSA’s 
 
This quarter the Station also participated in Several Albuquerque Public Schools High 
School Sports.  
 
Team Broadcasting encourages students to participate in athletics along with maintaining a 
high GPA standard by choosing a Student Athlete of the Week recognizing outstanding 
performance both in the classroom and in the field of sports. 
  
The following pages describe some of the Station’s most significant treatment of the 
previously described selected issues of concern.   
  



 
 

 

PART II – THE STATION’S MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF SELECTED 
ISSUES OF CONCERN  

 
ISSUE OF CONCERN  

 
ISSUE OF CONCERN NUMBER  

 
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:     Happy New Year  
 PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes 
DATE AIRED:  January 08, 2022 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment 
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
In this show we welcome our listeners insight into the new year and our goals and aspirations 
for ’22.  How to complete a goal and the discipline needed to stick to your goals.  Setting a 
goal is simple but seeing it through is hard.  Some pointers are as follows:  Set small daily 
goals i.e. if I’m going to change my diet perhaps today for lunch I’ll have a salad and for 
dinner ill have some salmon.  Don’t think about tomorrow in terms of your goals take it one 
day at a time and then take it one week at a time.  For the week your goal is to eat a minimum 
of 4 healthy meals no matter when they are just 4 healthy meals and take it week by week.    
 
 
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:    Setting Goals  
 PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes  
DATE AIRED:  January 15, 2022 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment-  
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
In todays show we continued to talk about setting goals.  Its important to set manageable 
attainable small goals not only in our diet but also in our exercise.  It’s simple plan on doing 
something as easy as 10 jumping jacks an hour for 3 hours that’s 30 jumping jacks a day. 
Another aspect of this show was having mental health goals.  Talked about doing something 
kind for someone each day something as simple as open the door, or buying a coffee for 
someone unexpectedly.  Doing something kind for someone will bless you more than you 
know it will force you to not think about yourself and in the end will make you feel better 
throughout the day.  Take a moment to learn something about someone ask them to share their 
thoughts and you will find that this will also brighten their day.  Remember let’s get out, be 
active and enjoy our weekends.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:     Supporting local organizations  
 PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes  
DATE AIRED:  January  22, 2022 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment- Carol Sanchez 
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
Donations, volunteering, and choosing an organization that you could get behind this year.   
Its important to support our community organizations that help those who are in need.  For 
example, the Salvation Army has a social services division that helps with heating cost, rent, 
food, housing vouchers, and food boxes.  Another organization is YDI Youth Development 
Inc. helps families with child care, parental care and alternative education and job training 
with employment assistance. YDI is currently doing a Vehicle donation drive. A vehicle 
donation is one of the best ways to give to YDI. A single car, truck or boat can drive hundreds 
of dollars in support of the work they  do every day. 
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:     COVID Update 
 PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes  
DATE AIRED:  January  29, 2022 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment-  
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
 
Instead of talking about the numbers of Covid Cases or Covid Vaccines received in this show 
we talked about the best practices for avoiding contracting COVID, Mask guidelines, Vaccine 
guidance and testing, Treatment Guidance. We also talked about staying up to date on 
vaccines boosters and testing.  Staying home when you feel sick or if you know you might 
have been in contact with someone who wasn’t feeling good. Gon are the days when it was 
cool to go to work sick or feeling like you needed to prove something.  We need to be 
sensitive to those with preexisting medical conditions and knowing that people 65 years old 
and older are 2x more likely to get COVID and are more likely to be hospitalized.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:     COVID Myth vs Fact 
PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes 
DATE AIRED:  Feb 5, 2022 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment –  
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
In this show we talked about the Myths vs the Facts of Covid.  Some of the myths that we 
covered includes; If I take  the vaccine it will give me COVID.  The vaccine has magnets in it 
or RF chips.  Or that the Vaccine makes you test Positive for COVID.  Vaccine alters your 
DNA. That the Vaccine might cause infertility. Of course, all are myths as we explore what 
the CDC actually says about these topics.  Unfortunately, we give far too much credence to 
social media, friends at school, or work and fail to do the research.   
 
 
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:     Valentines -Pay it forward  
PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes 
DATE AIRED:  Feb 12, 2022 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment – 
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
In the past I have done shows in honor of Valentines with the spin of showing love by paying 
it forward.  Not everyone has a “love interest” but everyone can show love by paying it 
forward.  Some ideas we discussed were paying for someone’s groceries, paying for 
someone’s coffee order by paying for the cars order behind you.  The other I saw a group of 
teenagers at Starbucks who purchased a coffee and a snack for a police officer.  I thought that 
was great since typically teenagers have a snarking attitude with police officers.  I also know 
that many churches throughout the community will identify a family in need in their 
neighborhood and will buy them groceries and leave them at their door.  
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:       Tribal Education  
PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes 
DATE AIRED:  Feb 19, 2021 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment  
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
In this show we talked about how, “In recent years tribes have demanded more 
control over educating their own children. They’re supported by the 2018 landmark 
Yazzie/Martinez v. State of New Mexico court ruling that found New Mexico negligent 
in providing a sufficient education to at-risk students, which includes Indigenous 
students.” Indigenous students, who make up about 34,000, or 11% of New Mexico’s 
K-12 student population, lag behind their New Mexico peers in reading, math, high school 
graduation and college enrollment. The Yazzie/Martinez decision suggested those outcomes 



 
 

 

mostly stem from decades of underspending and neglect by New Mexico, shattering the 
perception that blame rests on children and their families instead of on a systemic failure. 
According to a fiscal impact report from the Legislative Finance Committee, the Legislature’s 
budget arm, HB88 would appropriate an additional $21.5 million from the general fund to the 
Indian Education Fund, with specific spending. 
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:     Salvation Army support in Ukraine  
PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes 
DATE AIRED:  March 5, 2022 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment – Divisional Director Geoff Gephart 
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
In this show we discussed the work that the Salvation Army is doing to assist Ukraine.  
Divisional Director and Community Relations Geoff Gephart said that the Salvation Army has 
mobilized and is already responding to the situation arising in Ukraine. In various locations 
across Ukraine the Salvation Army is responding to the needs of internally displaced persons 
(IDPs) by providing urgently needed food and hygiene items. The Salvation Army has been 
able to send baby formula, diapers, blankets, and clothing to maternal hospitals in Odessa. 
Salvation Army officers and staff continue to serve many individuals in churches, offices, and 
their own homes. Many consider evacuating, but it has become too dangerous to travel. 
Officers and corps are reported safe and continue to have access to basic needs, however, food 
is becoming harder to access. 
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:     Mental Health and Sleep  
PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes 
DATE AIRED:  March 19, 2022 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment –  
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
    
In this show I want to remind our listeners of the resources and importance of mental health 
and wellness.  According to the National Sleep Foundation sleep can impact our well being 
just eating, drinking and breathing. Sleep allows our bodies not only to rest but to also repair 
itself.  Also sleep allows our minds to unload and digest the stresses of the day.  Our brains 
much like our stomachs has to digest the information of the day to relive stress.  Im sure we 
have all notice going to bed with stresses on our mind and waking up feeling better.  Thus the 
saying don’t make a harsh decision but rather, “sleep on it”.  Most people doing get enough 
sleep and some of the reasons are: Increased exposure to bright light such as cell phones, 
computers, TV, etc.  We need to try to stay off our phones prior to going to bed and keeping 
our rooms as dark and quiet as possible.  The recommended sleep is 7 to 9 hours for most 
adults.    

  
 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SERIES TITLE:  On Point with David Dominguez  
PROGRAM TITLE:     Adult Obesity is on the increase  
PROGRAM LENGTH:  30 minutes 
DATE AIRED:  March 26, 2021 
TIME AIRED:   7:30 AM 
FORMAT:   Interview Segment –  
SOURCE:   Produced by the Station  
 
    
In today’s show we addressed the increasing problem of Adult Obesity.  According to the 
New Mexico Department of health, “Obesity rates in New Mexican adults have dramatically 
increased over the past 10 years and we know that many, many New Mexicans are struggling 
with serious health effects related to excess weight,” said Acting Department of Health 
Secretary, David R. Scrase, M. D.  Obesity is defined as having a BMI or body mass index of 
30 or higher and unfortunately almost 40% of New Mexicans age 45-65 are obese.  The 
problems range from diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and many other health problems come 
with not having a good diet and being overweight.   To address this public health issue, 
NMDOH has implemented multiple strategies to increase awareness, including providing 
educational materials on healthy diet and physical activity to help adults manage chronic 
conditions. The Obesity, Nutrition, and Physical Activity (ONAPA) program collaborates 
with community partners on healthy lifestyle behaviors in young children through healthy 
eating, physical activity, and providing information to families on ways to adopt healthy 
lifestyle behaviors at home. 
 

  
 
 

PART III – COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS 
 

 
TEAM BROADCASTING  PROGRAMS – First Quarter 2022 

   
FEATURES 

Team Broadcasting is dedicated to providing fun, interactive, local sports programming that is 
beneficial to High School students, their families, and the communities we serve.     
 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
 
Several Albuquerque Public Schools High School Sports.  

 


	FEATURES

